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once we've identified who needs what.

Next Meeting – On the Air

Tuesday, May 4, 7:00pm, 145.450- PL 82.6
Until outbreak conditions improve, the DFMA will not
be having in-person meetings. As we did in past
months, instead of our usual monthly meeting at
Bullock's, we'll have a special net. The net will be at
7pm on May 4th, our usual meeting time, on the
145.45- repeater (PL tone of 82.5). You can also
check-in over the Internet via Echolink/SVXLink to
the WR4AGC-R node. The format of the net will be
check-ins (in place of our usual introductions), officer
reports, and a rag chew round table discussion.

President’s Corner
Many of us look forward to Field Day every year and
this year is no exception. As you may have already
learned, there will be no combined OCRA-DFMA Field
Day event this year. The ARRL, however, has
extended their rules change that will allow class D
and E stations to contact one another and combine
individual scores for a club score.
What does that mean for you? You may have already
decided to participate from home. We appreciate
your contributions! If you have a technician license,
you may wonder how you will participate on HF!
There is plenty of time between now and Field Day to
upgrade your license. This is a great opportunity to
have extra motivation to study!

It's important that all our members stay safe from
COVID-19 during Field Day. Be sure to monitor
communications from the CDC
regarding small gatherings.
Have fun!
73, Jack, MB4MBG

What Happened to the Link?
Over a year ago, Martin, KA5JUJ, asked to step down
as your Link editor. He graciously offered to continue
until a replacement could be found. So far there have
been no takers. Since Martin is also having some
health issues, this has become more urgent. Since
my DurHamFest duties have not been overwhelming,
I have agreed to serve as interim Link Editor.
Martin did a wonderful job over the past three years
and you should all thank him when you get a chance.
Thank you Martin!
For now, I will keep The Link going, using the
“template” I have used before.
73, Dee, KU4GC

Field Day 2021 – June 26-27
OCRA DFMA Field Day Announcement

If you received the May issue of QST, you probably
read that, due to ongoing health and safety concerns,
the ARRL has extended the COVID-19 pandemicmodified ARRL Field Day rules from 2020 to apply to
this June’s Field Day event. Due to the extension of
the ARRL rules waiver and club members raising
concerns about the dangers of large group
gatherings, the Board of Directors of the OCRA/DFMA
clubs have made the decision to not
host and sponsor a large, joint Field
In This Issue
Day operation this year.
President’s Corner

The ARRL provides a list of virtual testing sessions:
http://www.arrl.org/FindOnlineExam
KB6NU provides helpful "no nonsense" study guides:
https://www.kb6nu.com/study-guides/
HamExam.org is an excellent resource for practice
exams and flash cards.
https://hamexam.org
Do you have questions or need help
setting up? It's important that you ask
or tell us what you need on one of the
many nets on the air or on the groups.io
mailing list. Do you not even know
what you need? It's even more
important that you let us know that,
sooner rather than later. Almost all of
the gear we use during Field Day is
owned by individuals rather than
either of the clubs. Fortunately, many of
those individuals are happy to assist

What Happened to the Link?
Field Day 2021 – June 26-27
Welcome New Members
Possum Trot Net Needs You
NASA Presentation - ARISS
Participate in Local Nets
Why is The Link so Short?
Club Meeting Minutes
Buy – Sell – Trade
Upcoming Events

Fortunately, this decision does not
mean that members of the OCRA and
DFMA clubs will be excluded from
operating on Field Day. However, it
does mean that we will need to modify
the ways we participate and
accommodate changes from our
traditional in-person, multi-station
event.
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In closing, we hope this COVID-19 pandemic will be
Specifically, it means that members will be
behind us for next year’s Field
encouraged to participate in Field
Day event. We all want our lives
Welcome to our New
Day from home stations, as they did
to be back to as normal as
last year. As an alternative to this
possible, with one of those
Members
scenario, several club members
normal actions being a large
Over the last year the following people
have expressed interest in getting
group, single location Field Day
have joined the DFMA:
together in smaller groups to
2022.
Cotter Anwar, KS4DOW, Durham
operate in Field Day.
Ken Bigley, KO4DHJ, Durham
Regards,
Jerry
Cummings,
K4KCC,
Graham
The next step in understanding the
OCRA/DFMA Board of
Mark DeWitt, K2RRT, Durham
membership plans will be to collect
Directors
Randy Down, KN4VQK, Durham
information about operations. To do
Brian Fabricatore, KO4OQV, Durham
this, information will be collected
Jack Forehand, K4DDT, Durham
Possum Trot Net
from three sources – the groups.io
Dave
Fosdick,
N4DSF,
Durham
mailing list, the OCRA Saturday
Needs Your Help
Bill Graves, no call, Durham
morning AUXCOMM net, and the
Reuben Jones, KO4CBP, Durham
DFMA Thursday night net. A
The Possum Trot net has been a
Jeremy Lindsley, K2HJX, Raleigh
separate email will be sent to this
feature of the DFMA repeaters
Billy Pizer, KO4HGS, Durham
mailing list that will include
for decades. Thisearly morning
BigAl Royal, KO4JAR, Durham
examples of the information that
net meets every weekday and
Clint Stone, no call, Durham
will be requested and collected. The
introduces the start of the new
Van VanderClute, N4ERM, Apex
summary information will be
day for many hams. One of the
Glenn Walters, KO4GOL, Durham
collated and distributed.
main supporters of this net was
Keep an eye out for these new
Rhett, KE4HIH. Since his
members on the repeaters and,
Last year, the combined score of the
passing there is need for more
hopefully soon, in person. Go out
OCRA/DFMA Field Day activities
help.
of your way to make them feel
put us in the top 10, nationally.
welcome.
Derwin, KN4KUO sent the
Hopefully, this year we will be able
following note:
to do well again. As with last year,
"Could you please put out the urgent need for net
your individual scores can be aggregated into the
controllers for the Possum Trot Net each week day
overall OCRA/DFMA club total. More instructions will
morning. Looking for anybody that can just pick up
be communicated in June informing all OCRA/DFMA
one day. If we don’t find help we will probably start
Field Day stations the steps that will be required to
cutting operation days in May and you know as well
make this happen.
as I the end will soon be in sight when we do that.
Thanks Derwin Charles KN4KUO"
If you do not have an email address for Derwin,
you can reply to ku4gc@amsat.org and I will
forward your message.
73, Dee, KU4GC

NASA Presentation - ARISS
Save the Date!

Image from OCRA-DFMA Field Day Past

A joint OCRA/DFMA sponsored program by
NASA is being offered on Monday, May 10th at
7:30pm. You may have noticed that this is the
regular OCRA meeting time. To make room for
this program, the OCRA meeting is being moved
to a very brief meeting at 7pm. The NASA
program will be on the Zoom video platform
with details to be published later.
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While the exact topic is not available at this time, it
should cover ARISS (Amateur Radio on the
International Space Station). Put the dates and times
on your calendar and watch the
OCRA-DFMA@groups.io mailing list for additional
information.
73, Dee, KU4GC

Participate in Local Nets
There a number of local nets in which you can
participate. This may be of special interest if you still
feel safer staying home and outside attractions are
not yet in full swing. I'm listing them below and then
will focus on one of the nets to say more about it.
Possum Trot Net
Monday-Friday 6:05am-7:15am. 145.50- PL 82.5
(also 147.225 when the link is working.)(Also
available via Echolink from any computer) Various
net controls.
OCRA 10 Meter Net
Monday 8pm-, HF 28.450 MHz USB, Bruce N1LN net
control (more on this below).
DFMA 6 Meter net
Wednesday 8:30pm- 53.630 (down 1 MHz) PL 88.5,
Bob K4VO net control.
DFMA Thursday Night Net
Thursday 8pm- 145.450- PL 82.5 (also 147.225 when
link is working.)(Also available via Echolink from any
computer) Various net controls.
Orange County Auxcomm Training Net
Saturday 9:30am- 442.150+ PL 131.8 Various net
controls.
Today I want to focus on the OCRA 10 Meter Net.
Since it is the only one of these on HF and not using a
repeater it is a good lead in to Field Day. This net has
been around for a long time and I remember
participating in 1998 when it was quite small with
five participants a typical "attendance". It sort of died
down until Bruce, N1lN took over as net control.
With his super contesting station there was never a
problem in being heard by net control. The other
feature that Bruce introduced is that he took notes
during the net and emailed out a summary (almost a
transcript) right after the end of the net. This net is
probably one of the most popular nets and 15 to 20
participants is not an unusual tally. With the right
band opening participants from other states or even
Canada do check in also.

I’ve chosen to talk about this in connection with Field
Day because it is an HF net with the special bonus
that the frequencies used are available to hams who
only have their Technician licenses. Regardless of
your license, it provides a gentle introduction to the
HF environment in an extremely helpful setting. You
do need radios capable of the HF ten meter band and
cannot be accessed with the typical HT. While you
can get radios just for ten meters, if you are at all
interested in HF it makes more sense to get a general
multi-band HF transceiver. This can get into real
money but you can get quite functional rigs used or
even borrow one. (OCRA has just introduced a loaner
program for its members.) The normal Field Day
environment is ideal for introducing hams to HF.
Since this is not a normal year, it is harder, but you
may be able to visit a home operation during Field
Day. Use the OCRA-DFMA@groups.io email reflector
to explore this further.
Meanwhile, regardless of your goals, take advantage
of some of the nets listed above and become more
"radioactive".
73, Dee, KU4GC

Why is The Link so Short?
I’m glad you asked! The Link is for distributing
materials that you contribute. Please write an article
for future editions. Write about something ham
related you have done or are working on. Report on
ham-related things you’ve seen or experienced.
Sure, we could find interesting material on the
Internet to include. But to do that right, we need to
get permissions from the source, etc. which can be a
lot of trouble. If you do see something, we can always
post a link to it.
Another thing we’ve published in the past are “Ham
Bios”. Since they are written by the ham they are
technically autobiographies, but who’s counting. This
is a nice way to introduce yourself to your fellow
DFMA members. It doesn’t have to be long, but is
much appreciated. Most long-time members have
already contributed bios. (Maybe we can re-print
some of those for the benefit of you new members.)
Anyway, please send in stuff for the Link!
Thanks & 73, Dee, KU4GC
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Club Meeting Minutes
Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Over-the-Air Meeting – 04/06/2021 – Dan,
KR4UB, Secretary
Location: 145.450MHz PL 82.15 DFMA Repeater
(145.225 Repeater Audio Link Inoperative)
Attending: KM4MBG, Jack; NC4CD, Charlie; KU4GC,
Dee; N4JQR, J.R.; W4OFZ, Banks; KR4UB, Dan;
KW4XL, David; KN4FKH, Felicia
A total of 8 attending, with 8 of them currently
licensed hams.
REPORTS
President - Jack, KM4MBG opened the DFMA club
over-the-air meeting net at 7 pm with check-ins and
called for brief officer reports. Jack reported on the
conversation at the last DFMA Board Meeting with
Nate Sanders from Durham EOC. The conversation
with Nate was productive as summarized 3/16 Board
Meeting. A club volunteer is needed to serve as the
DFMA Club emergency coordinator who will serve as
the representative to the Durham EOC and point of
contact for the state emergency management. A
volunteer is needed to relieve Martin, KA5JUJ as the
editor for the DFMALink newsletter. This position
could also be filled by a team of volunteers dividing
up the work to publish the newsletter.
Treasurer – Lenore, KF4PAB unable to attend, Dan
KR4UB relayed the club balance and Dee, KU4GC
reported 89 member’s dues are current.
Club Treasury Balances: Figures were presented.
Secretary – Dan, KR4UB called for any comments
on the minutes published in the DFMA Link
newsletter.
Repeater Manager – Charlie, NC4CD reported on
the discussion with SERA regarding the 53.630
repeater coordination. Since the repeater located at
TV Hill met the 100 mile distance separation
requirement, at 103 miles from the Fancy Gap
repeater on the same frequency, it was coordinated
by SERA. However interference complaints have
come in from the Fancy Gap repeater group and
DFMA being the latest to use that frequency will have
to move to a new frequency. SERA has offered
alternate frequencies of 53.610 and 53.650. The
challenge will be finding a company that can make
new crystals for the new frequencies and the
duplexer will likely need to be re-tuned. The search is
on for a crystal source.
The new internet installation at the Hillsborough site
had stopped working and was repaired by Spectrum.

RAG CHEW SESSION
KU4GC, Dee reported on his continuing work up in
Massachusetts getting some roof repairs on the house
and dealing with tax returns.
NC4CD, Charlie commented on the recent RARS
Newsletter with articles about the last RARS meeting
that included a live presentation on ZOOM from
England about the Enigma machine. He suggested
that DFMA include similar presentations in the
monthly on the air meetings on Zoom or equivalent
to increase attendance at the meetings. Jack
commented that would be a nice addition and again
pointed out the critical need to fill the DFMA vice
president position who could arrange for such
presentations.
N4JQR, J.R. reported working on his radio gear, other
hobbies and home maintenance duties, including
working on a problem with his flat screen TV. He
would also like to see some presentations at the overthe-air club meetings.
W4OFZ, Banks reported enjoying his daughter’s
recent visit during the holiday weekend, it being the
first time in the year to have a visitor at the
continuing care community which has been on lock
down. He also enjoys the social gathering
opportunity at the club meeting.
KR4UB, Dan reported that other than local nets and
things that club secretaries and treasurers do, were
about it for his ham activities. He followed up on
Charlie’s comments on the RARS Newsletter in
particular enjoying Bob Heil’s talk on audio,
especially the Fletcher-Munson research done at Bell
Labs on the frequencies in human voice vowel and
sibilant sounds that are critical to voice intelligibility.
He gave audio demonstrations of various ham radio
audio setups, some giving best voice
understandability and others being unintelligible and
wasting RF power on the wrong audio frequencies.
His audio demonstrations were very effective
particularly on phasing which is also critical in high
end audio. Dan also commented on a conversation he
had with Bob at the Dayton Hamvention. Otherwise
he is trying to get the outside work done before it
gets too hot.
Hearing no further comments the net meeting
was adjourned at 7:30pm
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Buy – Sell – Trade
Do you have something that you need or something
you want to get rid of? There’s this spot in The Link
set aside just for you. Just email the appropriate info
to ku4gc@amsat.org and it will be included with the
next issue. Make sure to include contact info.

Upcoming Events (dfma.org for details)
5/04 DFMA Meeting on the Air, 7pm 145.450
5/10 OCRA Meeting on the Air 7:30pm 442.150
5/18 DFMA Board Meeting 7pm
5/25 Deadline for contributions to The Link
6/01 DFMA Meeting on the Air, 7pm 145.450
6/26 2pm – 6/27 2pm Field Day 2021

Web Site: dfma.org
73 - Dee, KU4GC, Editor
- Lenore, KF4PAB, Proofreader
Send copy to ku4gc@amsat.org
Deadline: one week before the Club Meeting

(Images and copy: KU4GC or as credited)
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